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Top topic one year ago

When do you think it will be safe for you to go to a movie, restaurant, or the 
theater again?

1. Did Derick Chauvin get a fair trial in death of George Floyd case 
Minnesota?

2. Derick Chauvin pleaded the 5th. Does doing that influence the verdict of the 
jury?

3. Minneapolis settled their suit with the family of George Floyd for $27 
million. Too much, too little or, just, right?

4. Another unarmed black man (Daunte Wright) was shot and killed at a traffic 
stop in Minnesota. The police officer thought she was using her taser, but 
instead killed him with her gun! She has been charged with 2nd degree 
manslaughter. Is that appropriate and do you think she will be found guilty? 

5. Recently there have been several reports and photos by the Pentagon of 
UFO’s. Do you think there is life on another planet?

6. The Capitol Police had clearer advance warnings about the Jan. 6 attack than 
were previously known, including the potential for violence in which 
Congress itself is the target, but officers were instructed by their leaders not 
to use their most aggressive tactics to hold off the mob! Why?

7. What should be done to address Domestic Terrorism?

8.  The Afghanistan dilemma. Biden has just committed to withdraw all troops 
by 9/11/21. What should Biden do? Withdraw, Leave or stay in a limited 
capacity? What is the legacy of this war?

9. Do you think Biden will re-enter the Iran agreement? Should he? 

10.Israel allegedly conducted a cyber-attack on the Iranian nuclear facility. 
Does Israel right to do this? Has Israel become a “spoiler” in Biden’s effort 
to re-enter the Iran agreement?



11.The US has issued several sanctions against Russia for their recent cyber-
attacks against US Agencies? Is the US right to do that? What about 
sanctions to other countries that do cyber-attacks, such as China or Israel?

12.Prince Phillip is dead. Should the monarchy die as well?

13.MLB moved the All-Star Game from Georgia because of the voting bill 
recently passed. Is that action appropriate? Also, many large businesses are 
issuing statements opposing limits on voting rights. Should they be doing 
that?

14.Dr Walensky is telling us that if we continue to “open” the country we could 
be in for “impending doom”! Do you believe her?

15.What are your thoughts on “Vaccine Passports”?

16.The Olympics are on in Japan in less than 100 days…but should they be 
held?

17.What are your thoughts on the $15 minimum wage proposal? Why is Sen. 
Manchin against it? Are their better alternatives to get people out of poverty

18.Why do you think Amazon employees in Alabama voted not to unionize? 

19.The Bidens’ dog Major has been involved in another biting incident that 
required medical attention. Should this even be in the news??

20.Any thoughts on the NCAA basketball tournament? The UCLA/Gonzaga 
amazing finish, the Women’s or Men’s finals?


